At watershed moments in history, communities need to adapt their institutions to avoid sliding into irreversible decline, thus equipping themselves to govern new circumstances. After the end of the Cold War the European Union, with the creation of the monetary Union, took a first crucial step towards adapting its institutions; but it was unable to agree on a true fiscal and social policy for the Euro. Later, the Lisbon Treaty strengthened the legislative role of the European Parliament, but again failed to create a strong economic and political union in order to complete the Euro.

Resulting from that, the EU was not equipped to react effectively to the first major challenges and crises of the XXI century: the financial crash of 2008, the migration flows of 2015-2016, the rise of national populism, and the 2016 Brexit referendum. This failure also resulted in a strengthening of the role of national governments — as shown, for example, by the current excessive concentration of power within the European Council, whose actions are blocked by opposing national vetoes —, and in the EU’s chronic inability to develop a common foreign policy capable of promoting Europe’s common strategic interests.

Now, however, the tune has changed. In the face of an unprecedented public health crisis and the corresponding collapse of its economies, Europe has reacted with unity and resolve, indicating the way forward for the future of European integration: it laid the foundations by starting with an unprecedented common vaccination strategy, for a “Europe of Health”, and unveiled a recovery plan which will be financed by shared borrowing and repaid by revenue from new EU taxes levied on the digital and financial giants and on polluting industries. This federal plan constitutes a major leap towards the creation of a financial and
fiscal Union capable of asserting European sovereignty both domestically and abroad, and as such, it needs to become permanent.

Now, as European citizens, we are eagerly awaiting the start of the Conference on the future of Europe, an event designed to bring together citizens, leading exponents of civil society, NGOs, trade unions, and representatives of national and European institutions, to debate and decide how to go about adapting our institutions in a way that will complete the building of our federal Europe. Their efforts must be underpinned by the clear realisation that the fundamental decisions on common borrowing and taxation cannot indefinitely remain in the hands of national governments alone, but must be made together in an effective, transparent and democratic way.

Today, we therefore need and want a strong, legitimate, and properly financed political Union that can tackle the great transnational challenges of our time, acting decisively in a wide range of policy areas, from climate change, growing social inequalities, health and migration to foreign affairs and defence. Moreover, we are calling for stronger pan-European democracy — real European political parties and movements and proper campaigns for European elections, based on the creation of a pan-European constituency and transnational electoral lists headed by the candidates for President of the European Commission.

We are striving for a Union that is both a community of destiny and values and a model for the new world now taking shape - an example of how countries can live in peace together, build cross-border and social solidarity, and protect human rights, the rule of law, and fundamental freedoms.

We firmly believe that our future lies in a Democratic and Sovereign Europe. And the time to build it is now: now or never. Let us not waste this opportunity.
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Idoia MENDIA, Vice-president of the Basque Country, Secretary-General of Partido Socialista de Euskadi-Euskadiko Ezkerra (PSE-EE), Spain

Joan RIBÓ, Mayor of Valencia, Spain

Elly SCHLEIN, Vice-president of Emilia-Romagna Region, former Member of the European Parliament, Italy

Uwe CONRADT, Mayor of Saarbrücken, Member of the Committee of Regions, Germany

Concha ANDREU, President of La Rioja, Spain

Juan ESPADAS, Mayor of Sevilla (Andalucía), Spain

Antonio DECARO, Mayor of Bari (Puglia), President of Associazione Nazionale Comuni Italiani (ANCI), Italy

Emiliano GARCÍA-PAGE, President of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain

Jaume COLLBONI, Vice-mayor of Barcelona (Catalonia), Spain

Laia BONET, Deputy-mayor of Barcelona (Catalonia), Spain

Francisco IGEA, Vice-president of Castilla y León, Spain
Filippo BARBERIS, Deputy-mayor of Milano (Lombardy Region), Italy

Francina ARMENGOL, President of the Balearic Islands, Spain

Céline GEISSMANN, Deputy-mayor for Smart City and European Citizenship of Strasbourg, former Executive Board member of JEF Europe, France

Michele DE PASCALE, Mayor of Ravenna (Emilia-Romagna), Italy

Adrián BARBÓN, President of Principado de Asturias, Spain

Giorgio GORI, Mayor of Bergamo (Lombardy Region), Italy

Guillermo FERNÁNDEZ VARA, President of Junta de Extremadura, Spain

Giuseppe CASSI', Mayor of Ragusa (Sicily), Italy

Javier LAMBÁN, President of Aragón, Spain

José Antonio SERRANO MARTÍNEZ, Mayor of Murcia (Murcia Region), Spain

Ángel Víctor TORRES, President of the Canary Islands, Spain

Augusto HIDALGO, Mayor of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Canary Islands), Spain

Carlos GONZÁLEZ SER, Mayor of Elche (Comunidad Valenciana), Spain

Valentina CORRADO, Regional Councillor for Tourism, Local Authorities, Local Police, Urban Security and Administrative Simplification of Lazio Region, Italy

Anne-Pernelle RICHARDOT, Regional Councillor for Grand Est Region, member of the Socialist Party National Council, France

Ana Carlota AMIGO PIQUERO, Regional Minister for Employment of Castilla y León, Spain

Roberta LOMBARDI, Regional Councillor for Ecological Transition and Digital Transformation of the Lazio Region, Italy

Joan CALABUIG RULL, Regional Secretary for the European Union and Foreign Relations of Comunidad Valenciana, Spain

Gianna PENTENERO, Regional Councillor for Education, Employment and Vocational Training of Piemonte, Italy

Luca GARIBALDI, Regional Councillor of Liguria and President of Partito Democratico - Articolo 1, Italy
Josep MAYORAL, Mayor of Granollers (Catalonia), Spain
José MUÑOZ LLADRÓ, Member of the Parliament of the Comunidad Valenciana, Spain
Alberto AVETTA, Regional Councillor of Piemonte, Italy
José F. CHULVI, Member of the Regional Parliament and Mayor of Jávea (Comunidad Valenciana), Spain
Núria MARÍN, President of the Barcelona Council and mayor of Hospitalet de Llobregat, Spain
Roberto CENTI, Regional Councillor of Liguria, Italy
Manuel PINEDA CUENCA, Spokesperson in the Committee for European Affairs in the Regional Parliament of the Comunidad Valenciana and Mayor of Grañal, Spain
Francesco CASCIANO, Mayor of Collegno (Piemonte), Italy
Rubén ALFARO BERNABÉ, Mayor of Elda (Comunidad Valenciana), President of Federation of Municipalities of Comunidad Valenciana, Spain
Antonio FRANCÉS PÉREZ, Mayor of Alcoy (Comunidad Valenciana), and Member of the Provincial Government of Alicante, Spain
Vicent GRIMALT BORONAT, Mayor of Dénia (Comunidad Valenciana), Spain
Pilar DÍAZ ROMERO, Mayor of Esplugues de Llobregat (Catalonia), Spain
Andreu IRANZO NAVARRO, Director General of European Funds at the Ministry of Finance and Economic Model of Comunidad Valenciana, Spain
Miguel LÓPEZ ARENAS, Member of the Provincial Government of Alicante and mayor of Benejúzar, Spain
Fabio ZUCCA, Mayor of Belgioioso (Lombardy Region), Italy
Mario REGIDOR, City Councillor of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Canary Islands), President of UEF Canarias, Spain
Gerardo SANTOMAURO, Mayor of Ventotene, Italy

JOURNALISTS
Julia OTERO, radio and TV journalist, Spain
Alessio PISANÒ, Brussels freelance journalist, Director of TotalEU, Brussels
Manuel CAMPO VIDAL, President of Next Educación, journalist and sociologist, Spain

Christophe LECLERQUE, Founder of EURACTIV - The Media Network for Europe, Brussels

Javier FERNÁNDEZ ARRIBAS, Director of Atalayar entre dos orillas, International Vice-President of the Association of European Journalists, Spain

María REY, Vice-president of Asociación de la Prensa de Madrid, TV journalist, Spain

Francesca NICASTRO, Freelance journalist, Italy

Arcadi ESPADA, journalist and writer, Spain

Sergio FIDALGO, President of the Pi i Margall journalist’s association, Director of El Catalán, Spain

Paco MORENO, Director of Radio-Televisión of Canary Islands, Spain

Toni CABOT, Club Información Director and former director of Diario Informacion, Spain

Carlos ARCAYA, Radio journalist at Cadena SER Alicante, Spain

CIVIL SOCIETY, BUSINESS, POLITICAL PARTIES & RELIGIOUS CONFESSIONS LEADERS

Guillaume KLOSSA, Co-President of CIVICO Europa, founding President of EuropaNova, France

Francesca RATTI, Co-President of CIVICO Europa, former Deputy Secretary General of the European Parliament, Italy

Petros FASSOULAS, Secretary General of the European Movement International (EMI), Belgium

Leonie MARTIN, President of the Young European Federalists (JEF Europe), The Netherlands, and Germany

Magnus BERNTSSON, President of the Assembly of European Regions (AER), Sweden and Belgium

Carla REY, Secretary General of the Council of European Municipalities and Regions (CEMR), Italy

Maurizio LANDINI, Secretary-General of the Italian General Confederation of Labour (CIGL), Italy

Pierpaolo BOMBARDIERI, Secretary-General of the Unione Italiana del Lavoro (UIL), Italy
Luigi SBARRA, Secretary-General of the Confederazione Italiana Sindacati Lavoratori (CISL), Italy

Juan Antonio PEDREÑO, Social Economy Europe, President of Confederación Empresarial Española de la Economía Social (CEPES), Spain

Georgios VERNICOS, Entrepreneur, General Secretary of the Association of Greek Resorts, former President of the Hellenic Economic and Social Committee-OCE, Greece

Aldo KASLOWSKI, Founder and current CEO of Organik Holding, member of the Board of Directors of Türk Pirelli Kablo, Ferrero Group, and Member of the Board of Directors and Vice-President of TÜSİAD, Turkey

Marco GIOVANNINI, CEO of Guala Clousures Group – Drinks Media Wire, Italy

Fernando IGLESIAS, President of the World Federalist Movement, Congressman, Argentina

Andreas BUMMEL, Executive Director of Democracy without Borders, Germany

Teresa FREIXES, President of Citizens Pro Europe, Jean Monnet Chair, Full Professor of Constitutional Law, Spain

Guido MONTANI, former President of the Movimento Federalista Europeo (MFE) and former Vice-President of UEF, Italy

Miriam TEY, Vice-President of Citizens Pro Europe, Spain

Gianni CAVINATO, President of ACU-Associazione Consumatori Utenti, Italy

Pasquale CARRANO, former President of Confindustria Basilicata, Counselor of Consiglio Nazionale dell’Economia e del Lavoro (CNEL), Italy

Berlamino GARCÍA, Founder and CEO of Amena, Spain

Miguel Ángel MARTÍN RAMOS, Head of Brussels Delegation, European and Ibero-American Academy of Yuste Foundation, Spain

Antonio PARODI, Founder of European Bookstore Librebook, Belgium

María Cruz ARCOS VARGAS, President of the Andalusian Council of the European Movement (CAME) and professor of International Public Law, Spain

Ángela BALDELLOU, 2030 Observatory Coordinator, Colegio Superior de Arquitectos de España, Spain

Laura BALLARÍN, Secretary of European and International Policy of the Catalan Socialist Party (PSC) and Head of Cabinet of the S&D President, Spain
Fabrizio BASSANI, Former Executive Director, Representative of the Director General of the World Health Organization to the United Nations, Italy

Savino BEILETTI, President of Consorzio Cissa Caluso, Italy

Emiliano BIRAKU, Confesercenti Venezia Coordinator, Italy

Arcangelo BOLDRIN, Fondaco Europa President, Italy

Marco CAPPATO, President of Eumans, Italy

Giuseppe CARTA, TAB Associazione President, former Wass-Finmeccanica President, Italy

Lionello CASALEGNO, Industry manager, Italy

Guido CASTAGNO, President of CIU-Unionquadri Piemonte, Italy

Carlo CASTELLANO, Senior Advisor of the Bank of Italy, Italy

Carmelo CEDRONE, Europe-Eurispes Laboratory Coordinator, Italy

Lucia CELLINO, UNITRE Torino, Italy

Francesco CERASANI, EUDEM President and member of the PD Executive Board, Italy

Alejandro CERCAS, President of Consejo Extremeño del Movimiento Europeo and former Member of the European Parliament, Spain

Martina CIAI, Author and activist, Italy

Elisa DE LA NUEZ, State Attorney, Secretary-General of the Hay Derecho Foundation, Spain

Ugo DUCCI, Secretary-General of CISL Lombardia, Italy

Giorgio DE VARDA, Member of Gruppo Dirigenti per l’Europa, Italy

Javier DOZ ORRIT, Member of the European Economic and Social Committee, Vice-President of the EESC ECO Section, Deputy of the General Secretariat of the C.S. by CCOO, Spain

Giuseppe VITIELLO, Director of the European Bureau of Library, Information and Documentation Associations, Italy

Pablo FAURA ENRÍQUEZ, Lawyer, former UEF Spain President, Spain

Emili FERRER INGLÉS, Coordinator of Economistes Davant la Crisi, Spain

Michele FINELLI, President of the Nazionale Associazione Mazziniana Italiana, Italy
Eugenio GALDÓN, Former Head of the Cabinet of President Calvo Sotelo, Spain

Emiliano GALATI, Secretary of FeLSA Cisl Veneto, Italy

Aldo GANDOLFI, President of Forum democratico del Canavese "Tullio Lembo", member of MFE Ivrea, Italy

Francesco GARZA, Head of the European Documentation Centre University of Milan, Italy

Giuseppe M. GIACOMINI, Lawyer specialised in EU law, Secretary General of the Ligurian Consular Corps, Italy

Alfonso GIANNI, Member of Coordinamento per la Democrazia Costituzionale (Cdc), Associazione per il rinnovamento della sinistra (Ars), Per la sinistra per un'altra Europa, Italy

Oriano GIOVANENELLI, Director of Italiadecide, Italy

Paolo Maria GROSSHOLZ, Head of EU Law and Policies, Confcommercio Imprese per l'Italia Milan, Lodi, Monza and Brianza, Italy

Alfonso IOZZO, Vice-President of Robert Triffin International, Italy

Mirian IZQUIERDO, President Woman Forward Foundation, Spain

Eric JOZSEF, President of EuropaNow! and journalist, France

Riccardo LALA, FIAT AVIO director, Italy

Antón LEIS GARCÍA, Secretary General of PSOE París, Spain and France

Napoleon MARAVEGIAS, Vice-president of the Jean Monnet European Centre of Excellence at the University of Athens, former Minister of Rural Development and Food in the interim Greek Government, Greece and Hungary

Rocío MARTÍNEZ SAMPERE, Director of Fundación Felipe González and former Member of the Parliament of Catalonia, Spain

Nicola MARTUCCI, Diocesan President of Azione-Cattolica Ferrara-Comacchio, Italy

José Antonio NEGRÍN, President of Consejo Castellano Manchego del Movimiento Europeo, Spain

George PAGOULATOS, Director General of ELIAMEP (Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy), Greece

Valérie PARRA, Member of the Executive Commission of the CFEME, Head of the European Area in the Secretariat of International Policy of UGT, Spain
Flavio PASOTTI, President of Metro Brescia Srl, Italy

Gian Carlo PEREGO, Archbishop of Ferrara, Italy

Antonio PERTICARINI, President of Associazione Spazio Cultura CTG APS, Italy

Filippo PIERI, Secretary-General of CISL Emilia Romagna, Italy

Gian Gaetano PINNAVAIA, Board Member of Associazione di volontariato CDS Ferrara, Italy

Luis PLANAS HERRERA, Secretary General of PSOE Brussels, Spain and Belgium

Jan POMÉS LÓPEZ, President of the Young Members of the Spanish European Movement, Director of Consejo Federal Español del Movimiento Europeo, Spain

Marianne PONCELET, Vice-President and Founder of the International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation, Belgium

Matteo PUGLIESE, ISPI Associate Researcher, Spain

Anna Maria QUARZI, President of the Institute of Contemporary History of Ferrara, Italy

Gianfranco REFOSCO, Secretary of Confederazione Italiana Sindacati dei Lavoratori (CISL) - Regione Veneto, Italy

Rafael RIpOLL, Member of the Consejo Federal Español del Movimiento Europeo, Spain

Moris Frosio RONCALLI, Head of the Ministry of Education IC Varese 2, Italy

Juana SERNA, President of PSPV-PSOE, former Member of the Spanish Parliament, Spain

Vicente SIERRA, lawyer, Spain

Guido TALARICO, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of the IQMedias Network, Italy

Giampolo VEGHINI, Secretary of CISL Verona, Italy

Massimo ZANIRATO, Secretary of UIL Ferrara, Italy

FORMER EU OFFICIALS & MINISTERS, MEPs, NATIONAL PARLIAMENTARIANS, REGIONAL LEADERS

Georges DASSIOS, former President of the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), Greece

Catherine TRAUTMANN, former Minister of Culture, former Member of the European Parliament, former Mayor of Strasbourg, France
Salvador ILLA, former Minister of Health and deputy leader of Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya, Spain

Edmond ALPHANDÉRY, former Minister of Economy and Finance, former Executive Chairman of Électricité de France, France

Ramón JÁUREGUI, former Minister of Presidency of the Spanish Government, former Eurolat president, former Member of the European Parliament, Spain

Nikos CHRISTODOULAKIS, former Minister for Economy and Finance, Professor of Economic Analysis, Greece

José BLANCO, former Minister of Public Works and Transport and former Member of the European Parliament, Spain

Elsa FORNERO, former Minister of Labour, Social Policies and Gender Equality, Professor of Economics at the University of Turin, Italy

Christos POLYZOGOPOULOS, former Minister, former Trade Union President (ΓΣΕΕ and ΑΔΕΔΥ), Greece

Matilde FERNÁNDEZ, former Minister for Social Affairs, Spain

Nunzia CATALFO, former Minister of Labour and Social Policies, Italy

Joan LERMA, former Minister of Public Administration, former President of Comunidad Valenciana and former senator, Spain

Lucia AZZOLINA, former Minister of Public Education, Italy

Sergio COSTA, former Minister of the Environment, Italy

Paola PISANO, former Minister for Technological Innovation, Italy

Enzo SCOTTI, former Minister of the Interior and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Italy

Marco AGUIRIRANO, former Secretary of State for the EU, former Director-General of External Policies of the Union (EXPO) of the European Parliament, Spain

Vincenzo CAMPORINI, former Chief of the Defence General Staff, Italy

Mercedes BRESSO, former President of Piemonte Region, former Member of the European Parliament, former UEF President, Italy

Giovanni BATTAGLIA, former Senator, President of ANPI Ragusa, Italy

Michel CAILOUËT, former EU Ambassador to Asia and the Council of Europe, President of UEF-South France, France
Carlos CARNERO, former Member of the European Parliament, former Member of the Madrid Regional Parliament, Spain

Giuliano CAZZOLA, former Congressman, Italy

Giorgio CHESSARI, former mayor of Ragusa, former Member of the Regional Parliament, President of Centro Studi Feliciano Rossito Ragusa, Italy

Tomás DE LAS HERAS LORENZO, former President of the Second Board of Appeal of the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO), Spain

Mátyás EÖRSI, former Member of Parliament, and former Secretary of State, Hungary

Elvio FASSONE, former Senator (PD), Italy

Ángel FRANCO, former Congressman and Senator, Spain

Pasquale GIULIANO, Former Senator, Italy

Sergio GÓMEZ-ALBA RUIZ, former Congressman, Spain

Carmen HERMOSÍN BONO, former Congresswoman in Spain and former regional Minister of Justice and Public Administration in the Government of Andalusia, Spain

Marcelino IGLESIAS, former President of Aragón, Spain

Panagiotis IOAKIMIDIS, former Ambassador and Professor at Athens University, Greece

Thomas JANSEN, Honorary Secretary-General of the European Movement International, former EPP Secretary-General, Germany

Carlos María BRU PURÓN, former Member of the European Parliament, former President of the Consejo Federal Español del Movimiento Europeo (CFEME), retired notary, Spain

Juan José LABORDA, former president of the Senate, Spain

Diego LÓPEZ GARRIDO, former Secretary of State for the EU, Spain

Gian Giacomo MIGONE, former Senator, Italy

Enrico MUSSO, former Senator, professor of Applied Economics at the University of Genova, Italy

Eugenio NASARRE, former Member of Parliament, former president European Movement Spain

Fernando PUERTO, former Head of Cabinet of the European Parliament President (1990-1991), Spain
Nawel RAFIK-ELMRINI, former Deputy-mayor of Strasbourg for International and European Affairs, France

Javier ROJO, former President of the Senate, Spain

José Ignacio SALAFRANCA, former President of Eurolat, former Member of the European Parliament, Spain

Marco TARADASH, former Member of the European Parliament, member of the Più Europa Secretariat, Italy

Elena VALENCIANO, former Deputy Secretary General of PSOE, former Member of the European Parliament, Spain

Gloria VARA GINER, former Councillor of Alicante and UEF Spain Treasurer, Spain

Martina VINCENZI, former Member of the European Parliament, former mayor of Genova, Italy

Luis YÁÑEZ-BARNUEVO, Honorary President of the Andalusian Council of the European Movement (CAME), former Secretary of State for Iberoamérica in the Spanish Government and former Member of the European Parliament, Spain

Enrique CALVET CHAMBON, former Member of the European Parliament

Beatriz BECERRA BASTERRECHEA, former Vice-Chair of the DROI Committee in the European Parliament

**UEF Executive Bureau, Federal Committee Members, National & Regional Sections**

Anna ECHTERHOFF, UEF Secretary-General, Germany

François MENNERAT, UEF Treasurer, France

Raphaël BEZ, Member of the UEF Executive Bureau and Secretary-General of Nebs-Nomes, Switzerland

Daphne GOGOU, Member of the UEF Executive Bureau and Vice-President of UEF Greece, Belgium and Greece

Eva LICHTENBERGER, Member of the UEF Executive Bureau and Vice-President of UEF Austria, former Member of the European Parliament, Austria

Luisa TRUMELLINI, Member of the UEF Executive Bureau and Secretary-General of MFE, Italy

Wolfgang WETTACH, Member of the UEF Executive Bureau, Germany

Giorgio ANSELMI, President of MFE, Italy
Ophélie OMNES, President of UEF France, former Vice-President of JEF Europe, France

Alain CALMES, President of UEF Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Doina STRATU-STRELET, President of JEF Spain, Moldova and Spain

Paolo ACUNZO, Vice-President of MFE, Italy

Carme VALLS LLOBET, Vice-President of UEF Spain, doctor, former member of the Catalan Parliament, Spain

Christian MOOS, Secretary-General of Europa-Union Deutschland, Germany

Alejandro PEINADO GARCÍA, Secretary-General of UEF Spain, Spain

Federico BRUNELLI, MFE Secretariat member, Italy

Massimo MALCOVATI, MFE National Directorate and Member of the UEF FC, Italy

Franco SPOLTORE, MFE National Directorate member and Member of the UEF FC, Italy

Luis ALMARCHA MESTRE, President of UEF Comunidad Valenciana, Spain

Joan BOTELLA, President of Federalistes d’Esquerres – UEF Catalunya, Spain

Anna COSTA, Secretary-General of MFE Lombardia, Italy

José Félix MERLADET, President of UEF Euskadi, Spain

Mireia ESTEVA SALÓ, Vice-President of Federalistes d’Esquerres - UEF Catalunya, Spain

Javier GONZÁLEZ SERRANO, Vice-President UEF Madrid, Spain

Josep SAMPERA ARIMON, Vice-President of Federalistes d’Esquerres - UEF Catalunya, Spain

Teresa BARBANY BARÓ, Secretary of Federalistes d’Esquerres - UEF Catalunya, Spain

Claudio FILIPPI, Treasurer of MFE, Italy

Manel BALLARÍN ESPUÑA, Tresaurer, Federalistes - UEF Catalunya, Spain

**UEF Secretariat**

Alejandra Oriola ALMARCHA, Director of the UEF Secretariat, JEF Spain Board member, Spain

Giulia STEFANO, Project Officer of the UEF Secretariat, Italy
Mariona ESPÍN ONIEVA, Communication Officer of the UEF Secretariat, Spain

Cecilia COMASTRI, Project Assistant at the UEF Secretariat, Italy

**UEF Members**

José Luis ATIENZA FERRERO, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board

Siscu BAIGES PLANAS, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board

Pierantonio BELCARO, Secretary of MFE Venezia, Italy

Marcello BELOTTI, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board

Grazia BORGNA, MFE Federal Committee member, Italy

Massimo CALÌ, Secretary of MFE Lodi, Italy

Victoria CAMPS CERVERA, Honorary member of the Federalistes-UEF Catalunya Board

Pierangelo CANGIALOSI, MFE Federal Committee member, Italy

Laura CANTENYS, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board

Adrian COSI, Treasurer of MFE Puglia, Italy

Neri DAURELLA DE NADAL, honorary member of the Federalistes-UEF Catalunya Board

Diego DE CASTRO, Member of the UEF Spain Federal Council, Spain

Francesco M. DELLA CIANA, Secretary of MFE Orvieto, Italy

Gaetano DE VENUTO, Secretary of MFE Padova, Italy

Anna ESTANY, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board

Fabrizia FABBRO, MFE Federal Committee member, Italy

Francesco FOLTRAN, Secretary of MFE Conegliano-Vittorio Veneto, Italy

Pietro FORESTI, Secretary of MFE Bergamo, Italy

Laura FREIXAS REVUELTA, honorary member of the Federalistes-UEF Catalunya Board, Spain

Mª Luz GARCI, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board, Spain
Michele GIRARDO, Secretary of MFE Cuneo, Italy
Sante GRANELLI, President of MFE Ferrara, Italy
Piergiorgio GROSSI, Secretary-General of MFE Liguria, Italy
Sara JAURRIETA, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board
Carlos JIMÉNEZ VILLAREJO, honorary member of the Federalistes-UEF Catalunya Board, Spain
Ugo MAGNANI, Secretary of MFE Ivrea, former Director of Olivetti S.p.a. e CEM S.p.a., Italy
Alfons Martinell Sempere, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board, Spain
Júlia MIRALLES DE IMPERIAL PUJOL, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board, Spain
Montse OLIVÁN VIU, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board, Spain
Anne PARRY, Secretary of MFE Valpolicella, Italy
Jordi PEDRET GRENZNER, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board
Enrico PERONI, President of MFE Vicenza, Italy
Salva Redón Cuenca, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board
José Luis SALAZAR, member of the UEF Spain Federal Council, Spain
Michele SABATINO, Regional Secretary of MFE Sicilia, Italy
Robert SANAHUJA, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board
Manel M. SANZ BAZÁN, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board
Marco SARTORELLI, MFE Federal Committee member, Italy
Tina Lomi SIGNORONI, President of MFE Lodi, Italy
Beatriz Silva Gallardo, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board
Stefano SPOLTORE, Secretary of MFE Stradella, Italy
Giovanni TRINCHIERI, Secretary of MFE Pinerolo, Italy
Àngels Zamora Alarcón, member of the Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya Board
Marco ZECCHINELLI, Secretary of MFE Pesaro-Fano, Italy

Mauro Della Giustina, MFE Conegliano member, Italy
Laura Fides, JEF Comunidad Valenciana member, Spain
Lorenzo Giammarchi, MFE Ancona member, Italy
Antonio Giménez Albero, UEF Comunidad Valenciana member, Spain
Salvatore Licitra, MFE Ragusa member, Italy
José Montiel Montiel, UEF Comunidad Valenciana member, Spain
Lucia Muscetti, MFE Sicilia member, Ambasciatrice d’Europa, Italy
Davide Negri, MFE Pavia member, Italy
Olalla Pastor, JEF Spain member, Spain
Jorge Romanillos, JEF Madrid member, Spain
Josep Sampera Arimón, UEF Catalunya - Federalistes d'Esquerres member, Spain
Ángel Satué, UEF Madrid member, Spain
Elvira Tronci, MFE Ragusa member, Italy
Rafael Conde Ruano, UEF Madrid member, Spain
Teresa BARBANI BARO’, Junta Federalistes d’Esquerres-UEF Catalunya member, Spain
Filippo Carcassola, UEF Comunidad Valenciana member, Spain
Giovanna Criscione, MFE Ragusa member, Italy
Eduardo García Cancela, Vice-secretary of the Youth of CFEME
Gemma Bedia Bueno, Member of the Youth of CFEME
Guiomar Gutiérrez Pascual, Member of the Youth of CFEME
Guillermo Hergueta Salomón, Member of the Youth of CFEME
Julio Pérez Hernanz, Member of the Youth of CFEME
Ricardo Gómez Laorga, Member of the Youth of CFEME
Ana Badajoz Casas, Member of the Youth of CFEME
Alvaro Mella López, Member of the Youth of CFEME
Carlota García Barcala, Member of the Youth of CFEME

JOIN OUR APPEAL #ToFedEU!

www.federalists.eu
Twitter: @federalists
Facebook: European Federalists

#CoFoE #TheFutureIsYours #makeEuropeBloom